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Abstract—Polarimetric radar responses from moving automo-
tive targets are studied aiming at target classification using the
polarimetric H/A/α-decomposition technique. A signal- and data
processing chain has been proposed for the detection and tracking
of targets in a multi-target environment in the range-Doppler
domain. Polarimetric information of the vehicles is collected
during tracking and is analyzed by the H/A/α-decomposition
technique. Employing both time averaging and spatial averaging
of the statistical coherency matrix, the polarimetric signatures
of both vehicles and static clutter have been presented in the
two-dimensional H/α-plane. It has been found that the spatial
averaging approach results in a polarimetric signature that can
be very helpful to distinguish automotive vehicles from static
clutter.

Index Terms—polarimetric radar, polarimetric signature,
H/A/α-decomposition, polarimetric fusion, target detection,
multi-target tracking

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, many practical radar applications require an
automatic interpretation of the received data, including data
processing algorithms for automatic tracking and classification
of objects of interest observed by the radar, also called targets.
To this end, the availability of labeled data sets and information
about the characteristics of the target, also known as its
signature, is crucial.

In this research, we aim for advancing the state-of-the-art
in automatic target detection, tracking, and classification by
exploiting modern polarimetric waveforms. These waveforms
facilitate the ability to measure all four elements of the
polarization scattering matrix (PSM) simultaneously. These
elements (HH, HV, VH & VV) consist of complex data,
meaning that both amplitude and phase information of the
received signals are provided [1]. Radars capable of measuring
these polarimetric characteristics of targets provide valuable
additional information for more reliable target detection, more
accurate target identification, and better parameter estimation.
The exploitation of polarimetric-Doppler characteristics is a
very promising concept to improve automotive vehicle clas-
sification and can be applied in both automotive radar and

surveillance radar applications, such as road traffic control and
monitoring [2] or feature-aided tracking of vehicles [3].

The four components of the PSM can be decomposed for
an easier physical interpretation [4] and can therefore be used
to describe the polarimetric signatures of certain classes of
objects. Besides the commonly-used, coherent decomposition
techniques, such as the Pauli and Krogager decomposition,
the H/A/α-decomposition is a typical and useful method to
describe the target scattering mechanism [5].

The goal of this research is to define the polarimetric
signature of moving automotive vehicles based on the po-
larimetric H/A/α-decomposition technique. In order to apply
this decomposition technique, all moving vehicles that can be
observed by the four polarization channels of the polarimetric
radar, need to be detected and tracked over time, which is most
straightforwardly performed in the range-Doppler domain. A
dedicated signal and data processing chain to process the real-
world data, gathered by the fully polarimetric-Doppler surveil-
lance S-band radar PARSAX (see [1], [6], [7]), established by
the TU Delft and originally designed as weather radar, has
been developed. After a polarimetric data fusion algorithm has
been applied, target detection is performed.

Subsequently, a multi-target tracking algorithm is imple-
mented to track each vehicle over time. During this process,
polarization information of the clusters corresponding to the
moving vehicles is collected and used to describe the po-
larization scattering characteristics of these targets using the
H/A/α-decomposition.

The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows: in
Section II the signal and data processing chain is presented and
the H/A/α-decomposition technique is explained. Moreover,
in Section III the results of the research are discussed. At last,
the conclusions and recommendations for future research are
presented in Section IV.

II. SIGNAL AND DATA PROCESSING CHAIN

The main idea of this decomposition technique is that the
H , A, and α features of the targets can be used to identify the
underlying average scattering mechanism. These parameters
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are extracted from an eigenvalue analysis of the average
coherency matrix T [8], which can be derived by either time
averaging or spatial averaging. Hence, it is required to find
clusters of detected cells that represent the targets and to
track each target over time. Therefore, all moving vehicles
that can be observed by the radar, need to be detected and
tracked, which is most straightforwardly performed in the
range-Doppler domain.

As a result, a dedicated signal and data processing
chain to process the real-world data, originating from the
fully polarimetric-Doppler S-band FMCW surveillance radar
PARSAX, has been developed, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Signal and data processing chain for the four polarization channels
before the H/A/α-decomposition is performed

A. Doppler processing

As target detection will be applied in the range-Doppler
domain, a two-dimensional FFT is performed over fast and
slow time to provide the range-Doppler map for each of
the four polarimetric channels. Beforehand, the sampled IF
radar signals are pre-processed and a high-pass filter (HPF)
is applied to remove static clutter [9]. After the Doppler
processing steps of 512 pulses per time frame, the strong
reflections of the moving vehicles can clearly be seen in the
range-Doppler map, as shown in Fig. 2. Here the Doppler
frequency is converted to the radial velocity.

B. Polarimetric data fusion

Before target detection takes place, to gain full advantage of
the additional polarimetric information, all four data sets are
exploited by a data fusion method to improve the detection
performance. All four range-Doppler spectra, corresponding
to the four elements of the PSM, are integrated into a single
range-Doppler map per time frame.

By comparing several polarimetric fusion methods, Novak
et al. [10] have shown that the Polarimetric Maximization
Synthesis Detector (PMSD) exhibits the highest detection
performance without any a priori information about the polar-
ization characteristics of the targets and/or clutter. Therefore,
a fusion method based on the PMSD has been implemented.

Fig. 2. A range-Doppler map of real-world data, representing a dense
highway, visualizing only moving vehicles. This map originates from the HH-
channel, the other polarization channels (HV, VH & VV) show similar results.

C. Target detection in range-Doppler domain

Target detection means deciding for each range-Doppler
bin whether a target is present or not. Often this decision
is based on a threshold with respect to the amplitude/power
measurement of the range-Doppler bin. This threshold can
either be a fixed, non-adaptive amplitude value or an adaptive
threshold based on the estimation of the local noise level,
which is incorporated in the commonly-used Constant False
Alarm Rate (CFAR) detector. To detect the moving vehicles in
the range-Doppler domain, the Ordered Statistics (OS) CFAR
detector is selected over the non-adaptive detector and other
CFAR detector variants, since the OS-CFAR is more robust to
noise fluctuations and shows a higher detection performance
in a dense target environment [9], such as a highway.

Imperfections and distortions (due to noise, clutter, and
other limitations) of the resulted binary detection map are
resolved by applying a morphological filter [11], exploiting
the aliasing property of Doppler processing, and discarding
detections with low velocity by an additional HPF. Subse-
quently, the DBSCAN clustering algorithm is applied such
that a group of detected cells represent a single target [12],
which will simplify the tracking algorithm significantly.

As input for the OS-CFAR detector, the probability of false
alarm PFA is set to 10−8, the number of guard cells Ng to
[6, 4] and the number of training cells Nt to [6, 6]. An example
of the resulted target detection and clustering performance can
be seen in Fig. 3.

D. Multi-target tracking

In order to track multiple targets from frame to frame, a
multi-target tracking (MTT) algorithm is developed. The block
diagram of a basic MTT algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.

The state of the ith target at the kth time frame xi
k is

described by its true range and true velocity. Based on the
clusters found in the detection map of the fused range-
Doppler frame, each target i is represented by a single noisy
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Fig. 3. Resulted detection map and clusters (indicated by red boxes) after
applying polarimetric data fusion and the OS-CFAR detector

Fig. 4. A block diagram of the basic elements of a MTT-algorithm [13]

measurement zik at time frame k. Each measurement can
be described by the observed states, which include a range
value R and a velocity value v and are selected by the state
observation matrix H, following

zik = Hxi
k + vn, (1)

where vn ∼ N (0,Σn) represents zero-mean Gaussian mea-
surement noise with the noise variances σ2

n,R and σ2
n,v on the

diagonal of Σn.
A classical Kalman filter is used to update and predict the

state of each target following the constant acceleration (CA)
state dynamics model. This model is selected based on its
accurate approximation of the behavior of moving vehicles
on a highway and is well-suited for tracking purposes in the
range-Doppler domain. With this model, each state can be
described by the target’s range, velocity, and acceleration. This
provides the following state transition model matrix F, state
observation matrix H, and process noise covariance matrix
W:

F =

1 T T 2/2
0 1 T
0 0 1

 , (2a)

H =

[
1 0 0
0 1 0

]
, (2b)

W =

T 4/4 T 3/2 T 2/2
T 3/2 T 2 T
T 2 T 1

 , (2c)

where T is the time step between successive range-Doppler
frames.

First, the target’s predicted state x̂k|k−1 will be estimated
based on its previous state x̂k−1|k−1. Besides, the predicted
state covariance matrix Q̂k|k−1 is computed based on its
previous state covariance matrix Q̂k−1|k−1 and the process
noise covariance matrix W. This is described by

x̂k|k−1 = Fx̂k−1|k−1, (3a)

Q̂k|k−1 = FQ̂k−1|k−1F
T + σ2

wW, (3b)

where σ2
w is the process noise variance. Subsequently, based

on the gain Kk, computed by the predicted covariance matrix
Q̂k|k−1, the target’s current state x̂k|k and the target’s current
state covariance matrix Q̂k|k will be estimated as follows:

Kk = Q̂k|k−1H
T
(
HQ̂k|k−1H

T +Σn

)−1

, (4a)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 +Kk

(
zk −Hx̂k|k−1

)
, (4b)

Q̂k|k = (I−KkH) Q̂k|k−1, (4c)

where I is a 3× 3 identity matrix [13].
To associate each measurement to a certain target, the

Global Nearest Neighbor (GNN) method, based on minimiz-
ing the total distance, has been implemented. Beforehand,
to simplify the data association problem, a hyperellipsoid
gate, which incorporates the statistical Mahalanobis distance,
is applied [9]. To cope with Doppler ambiguity, a Multiple
Hypothesis Tracking (MHT) based solution has been proposed,
based on the work of Li et al. [14]. The hypothesis with
the highest probability will determine whether the track can
consider the velocity measurement to be folded or not. At last,
an M/N logic test is selected to solve the track management
problem, such that all unassigned measurements will initialize
a new track, and all tracks that are not associated with a
measurement will be canceled [15].

E. H/A/α-decomposition

While tracking all moving targets, the amplitude and phase
information of all four polarization channels will be collected.
This polarimetric information can be applied to polarimetric
decomposition techniques, which can provide more informa-
tion and a better insight into the physical meaning of the
scattering of the moving vehicles [16]. Under the assumption
of the monostatic back-scattering case, the reciprocity rule
applies (i.e., SHV = SV H ). Therefore, to characterize the
target scattering, the PSM of each range-Doppler bin can be
represented by the Pauli scattering vector k̃P, described by

k̃P =
1√
2

SHH + SV V

SHH − SV V

SHV + SV H

 (5)

where [·]T denotes a transpose operation. The average co-
herency matrix T, based on the statistical average of all the
scattering information, is then defined by

T =
〈
k̃P · k̃H

P

〉
, (6)
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where [·]H denotes the conjugate transpose operation. As these
decomposition techniques aim to provide an interpretation
of the scattering mechanism, it is assumed that the average
target scattering is invariant to polarization changes. Therefore,
averaging can be performed in any domain (e.g., time domain,
spatial domain, angular domain).

Within the H/A/α-decomposition method, the polarimetric
entropy H is a quantitative measure of randomness in the scat-
tering mechanisms, the anisotropy A is used to characterize the
scattering phenomenon, and the alpha angle (0° ≤ α ≤ 90°)
represents the surface scattering characteristics from isotropic
surface scattering to dipole scattering to dielectric dihedral
scattering [8], [16]. These parameters can be very useful to
characterize the scattering properties [5].

To compute these parameters, the average coherency matrix
T is decomposed as

T = UΛUH = U

λ1 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3

UH , (7)

where U is a unitary matrix containing three orthogonal eigen-
vectors ui, and Λ is a 3×3 diagonal matrix with non-negative
real eigenvalues (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ 0). If all eigenvalues
λi are zero, except for λ1, then the coherency matrix T
represents a single scattering matrix, corresponding to a pure
correlated and completely polarized scattering mechanism.
On the other hand, if all eigenvalues are identical, then T
corresponds to a completely unpolarized, random scattering
process [5]. To define the polarimetric entropy H and alpha
angle α, the pseudo-probabilities Pi need to be obtained from
the eigenvalues λi (i = 1, 2, 3), which can be described as
follows:

Pi =
λi∑3
j=1 λj

. (8)

The H/A/α-decomposition is then defined by

H = −
3∑

i=1

Pi log3(Pi), (9a)

A =
λ2 − λ3

λ2 + λ3
, (9b)

α =

3∑
i=1

Pi cos
−1(|ui,1|), (9c)

where ui,1 is first element on the eigenvector ui [8]. These
equations show that the polarimetric entropy is H = 0 for a
completely deterministic and H = 1 for a completely random
scattering mechanism. A completely deterministic scattering
mechanism, meaning that the scattering wave is completely
polarized, results in a degree of polarization of 1. Correspond-
ingly, completely random scattering (i.e., H = 1) leads to a
degree of polarization of 0. In the latter case, the process
is completely depolarizing and polarimetric information is
useless for classification [5].

Since the anisotropy A only becomes an important and
useful parameter to describe the scattering process when the

Fig. 5. Simple classification scheme of the two-dimensional H/α-plane [5]

entropy H is very high, classification is often performed
in the two-dimensional H/α-plane. This H/α-plane can be
separated into 9 classes of basic scattering mechanisms, as
presented in Fig. 5. This figure illustrates a simple schematic
overview to classify and describe the scattering mechanism
based on typical values of the entropy H and α angle [5], [8].

III. RESULTS

The proposed signal and data processing chain (see Fig. 1)
has been applied to real-world polarimetric radar data, cap-
tured by the PARSAX radar, while observing a dense highway
(A13, between Delft and Rotterdam). As a result, polarimetric
information of 66 targets in a time period of 46.5 s, represent-
ing 93 time frames, has been acquired.

The H/A/α-decomposition technique has been utilized to
describe the polarimetric signature of the moving automotive
vehicles. To characterize the scattering of the vehicles, the
average coherency matrix T needs to be defined for each
target. Therefore, averaging is required (see (6)), which for this
application can either be time averaging or spatial averaging.
Besides, to compare the characteristics of the targets, polari-
metric information of static clutter, which had been filtered
out during pre-processing, has been collected as well.

A. Time averaging

In order to perform time averaging to get the average
coherency matrix Ttime, the PSM of the target’s centroid
bin of each time frame is collected and averaged over time,
resulting in a single value for H , A and α for each target. A
two-dimensional histogram of the entropy H and α angle of
66 targets has been visualized in the H/α-plane, as shown in
Fig. 6.

As can be seen, the entropy is distributed in the region
0.3 ≤ Htime ≤ 0.8 and around αtime ≈ 45°. According to the
classification schematic in Fig. 5, this is correlated to volume
diffusion and quasi-deterministic/moderately random entropy,
corresponding to dipole and anisotropic particle scattering.
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Fig. 6. Two-dimensional histogram in the H/α-plane of moving automotive
vehicles, based on time averaging of the coherency matrix Ttime

Since only the centroid is taken into account, this is probably
related to the scattering of the main body of a vehicle.

This time averaging approach has been performed with the
polarimetric information of the static clutter as well. This
results in the two-dimensional histogram in the H/α-plane
in Fig. 7, which shows many similarities with the histogram
corresponding to moving vehicles. Hence, this approach is
not considered useful to describe the polarimetric signature
of moving automotive vehicles.

B. Spatial averaging

Spatial averaging is implemented to get the average co-
herency matrix Tspace. In this case, the PSM of all bins of
each target’s cluster is collected and averaged, resulting in a
single value for H , A, and α for each target for each time
frame. This results in 93 values for H , A and α per target.

Fig. 7. Two-dimensional histogram in the H/α-plane of static clutter, based
on time averaging of the coherency matrix Ttime

Fig. 8. Two-dimensional histogram in the H/α-plane of moving automotive
vehicles, based on spatial averaging of the coherency matrix Tspace

Again, the two-dimensional histogram of all targets of all time
frames has been visualized in the H/α-plane in Fig. 8.

As can be seen, a high concentration in the region at
Hspace ≤ 0.3 and 30° ≤ αspace ≤ 70° is present, correspond-
ing to quasi-deterministic entropy with all kinds of scattering
mechanisms. Since the target’s cluster covers reflections from
all parts of the vehicle (i.e., the main body, the wheels, car
mirrors, etc.), there is an obvious explanation for this scattering
behavior in the H/α-plane.

Similarly, spatial averaging has been applied to the polari-
metric information of the static clutter as well. The resulted
distribution in Fig. 9 shows that there is a big difference
in the scattering properties with respect to moving vehicles.
Therefore, this averaging approach is very suitable to describe
the polarimetric signature of moving vehicles and can be very
helpful to distinguish these vehicles from static clutter, even
when velocity information is not available.

Fig. 9. Two-dimensional histogram in the H/α-plane of static clutter, based
on spatial averaging of the coherency matrix Tspace
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

A dedicated signal and data processing chain has been
developed to detect and track the targets in a multi-target envi-
ronment in the range-Doppler domain, exploiting polarimetric
data fusion, the OS-CFAR detector, and a multi-target tracking
algorithm. The H/A/α-decomposition technique has been
introduced and has been applied to real-world polarimetric
radar data, captured by the fully polarimetric S-band PARSAX
radar, representing the scattering from a highway with dense
traffic. The entropy H , anisotropy A, and α angle are used
to describe scattering characteristics and are computed by the
average coherency matrix T. Employing both time averaging
and spatial averaging, the characteristics of both the targets
and static clutter have been visualized by two-dimensional
histograms in the H/α-plane. It has been shown that the spatial
averaging approach is very suitable to describe the polarimetric
signature of moving automotive vehicles.

As these results are based on only 66 targets and only
a narrow sector of the aspect angle, in the future larger
data sets of multiple aspect angles of the vehicles will be
analyzed. Moreover, the effect of applying these signatures on
the classification performance of moving vehicles should be
analyzed by implementing a classifier.
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